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ABSTRACT - Within a purely classical formulation of "strong gravity", we associated
hadron constituents (and even hadrons themselves) with suitable stationary, axisymmetric
solutions of certain new Einstein-type equations supposed to describe the strong field
inside hadrons. Such equations are nothing but Einstein equations —with cosmological
term— suitably scaled down. As a consequence, the cosmological constant A and the
masses M result in our theory to be scaled up, and transformed into a "hadronic constant"
and into "strong masses", respectively. Due to the unusual range of A and M values
considered, we met a series of solutions of the Kerr-Newman-de Sitter (KNdS) type with
such interesting properties that it is worth studying them —from our particular point of
view— also in the case of ordinary gravity. This is the aim of the present work.

The requirement that those solutions be stable, i.e., that their temperature (or
surface gravity) be vanishingly small, implies the coincidence of at least two of their (in
general, three) horizons. Imposing the stability condition of a certain horizon does yield
(once chosen the values of J, q and A) mass and radius of the associated black-hole.

In the case of ordinary Einstein equations and for stable black-holes of the KNdS
type, we get in particular Regge-like relations among mass M, angular momentum J,
charge q and cosmological constant A. For instance, with the standard definitions Q2 =
Gq2/(4w£(>ci)) ; a = Jj(Mc) ; m = GM/c2, in the case A = 0 in which m7 = a2 + Q2

and if q is negligible we find m2 = J. When considering, for simplicity, A > 0 and
J = 0 (and q still negligible), then we obtain m2 = 1/(9A). In the most general case,
the condition, for instance, of "triple coincidence" among the three horizons yields for
|Ao'| << 1 the couple of independent relations ni2 = 2/(9A) ; m2 = 8(u2 + Q2)/9.

Another interesting point is that - with few exceptions - all such relations (among
M, J, q,A) lead to solutions that can be regarded as (stable) cosmological models.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

Within a purely classical approach to "strong gravity", that is to say, within our
geometric approach to hadron structure'1), we came to associate hadron constituents with
suitable stationary, axisymmetric solutions of certain new Einstein-type equations, sup-
posed to describe the strong field inside hadrons.

Such Einstein-type equations are nothing but the ordinary Einstein equations (with
cosmological term) suitably scaled down™. As a consequence, the cosmological constant
A and the masses M result, in such a theory, to be scaled up and transformed into a
"hadronic constant" and into "strong masses", respectively.'1'2'.

Due to the unusual range of the values therefore assumed by A, M and the other pa-
rameters [see Sect. 2], and even more due to our requirements, we met a series of solutions
of the Kerr-Newman-de Sitter type, which had not received enough attention in the pre-
vious literature. In particular, the requirement that those "(strong) black-hole" solutions
be stable (i.e., that their surface temperature, or surface gravity'3', be vanishingly small),
implies the coincidence of at least two of their (three, in general) horizons. This condition
gives the black-hole such interesting properties that it is worthwhile studying them also
in the case of ordinary gravity, that is to say of ordinary Einstein equations. This is the
aim of the present paper. Let us stress that some of the novelty of the present approach
resides in our particular point of view; i.e., in the fact that we are going to regard every
black-hole studied below as a (localized) object described by an external observer living
in a four-dimensional space-time asymptotically de Sitter. So that, for investigating the
properties of those objects, we shall use Boyer-Lindquist-type coordinates.

2. THE HORIZONS ASSOCIATED WITH A CENTRAL, STATIONARY
BODY, AND THEIR MAIN PROPERTIES.

Let us consider Einstein equations with cosmological term

(1)
i t -

choose (whenever convenient) units such that G = 1 ;c = 1, and look for the vacuum so-
lutions describing the stationary axisymmetric field created by a rotating charged source.
This solution is the Kerr-Newman-de Sitter (KNdS) space-time, whose metric in Boyer-
Lindquist- type'4' coordinates (t,r, 6,y>) writes'5' (with the signature —2):

ds* = -p

with m = GMjc? ; a = J/Mc ;
(r2 + a2)(l - Ar2/3) - 2mr + Q1 •

p2 =

(2)

r2 + a2cos20 ; A = 1 + Aa2/3 ; B = B{r) =

quantities M, 3 and q being mass, angular momentum and electric charge of the source,
respectively. For simplicity, let us here analyze only the case A > 0.

One meets the event horizons of the space (2) in correspondence with the divergence
of the coefficient grr, i.e., when B(r) = 0. This equation,

- — ) - 2mr + Q2 = 0, (3)

admits four roots, one of which, rQ, is always real and negative. The interesting case is
when eq. (3) has four real solutions; in that case we shall have three positive roots: let us
call them r , , r j , r 3 , with r3 > r2 > JV [The casein which A < 0 is less interesting, since it
yields at most two real positive roots]. We shall see that at r = r3 we have a cosmological
horizon'6', while at r = rj and r = r1 we meet two black-hole horizons analogous to the
two wellknown r = r+ and r = r- horizons of the Kerr metric.

The three horizons 1, 2, 3, in the general case when they are all real, divide the
space in the four parts I, II, III and IV (see Fig.l). On each horizon, quantity gTr = gu

diverges, i.e. g" = 0. Quantity g" does change sign when passing from any region to the
adjacent ones.

For instance, in regions III and I it is always gTr < 0, as expected in the case of
an ordinary Kerr black-hole; on the contrary, in regions II and IV it is always g" > 0.
Actually, it is possible to define a Killing vector K* which is simultaneously time-like in
regions III and I (but not in regions II and IV too).'7'8' Therefore one can have stationary
observers (r = const.) only in regions III and I, in the sense that only there the r =
const, trajectories are time-like. Let us call time-like the (ordinary type) regions III
and I; and space-like the other two regions II and IV. From a more formal point of
view, let us represent the properties of such regions, and of their horizons, by depicting
the behaviour of their various radial null geodesies.

For simplicity's sake, let us confine ourselves to the static case (Reissner-Nordstrom-
de Sitter metric), which is not qualitatively different. From eq. (2), by putting a = 0, we
find for those geodesies:

ds2 = Fdt2 - F'ldr2 = 0 ; F~ Bfr2

By integration of eq. (4), after some algebra one gets [m = 0,1, 2,3]:

~ D{0) = 1 + (Aa2 cos2 Q2 = (G/iwsoc
4)q2

(4)

(4')

where C7T are integration constants, and am are "constants" whose value depends on the
values of the four roots ro,TUTi,r3 of eq. (3). In eq. (4') the upper (lower) sign corre-
sponds to outgoing (ingoing) geodesies.

The behaviour of the radial null geodesies t = t(r) is given in Fig.2 for the four
regions. One has to recall that, however, such a figure does not represent in a complete



manner the causal structure of our space-time. That structure can be inferred from the
Penrose-Carter diagram for the present case {straightforwardly constructable by follow-
ing refsJ6'9'10'): which shows a self-repeating chain of eight regions (four regions and
the time-reversed ones), such that —for instance— the "collapsing" region II is causally
connected with the "collapsing" region IV (but not with the "expanding" region IV).

We are particularly interested, however, in the case when two or more of our horizons
coincide.

3. ON THE HORIZON TEMPERATURES (SURFACE GRAVITIES).

In the general (stationary, i.e. KNdS) case of metric (2), the Bekenstein-Hawking
temperature'11' Tn of each horizon in Figs. 1, 3 is known to be proportional to the horizon
surface gravity as follows:

Tn = n £ = tt/(2irkBc) (5)

where kg is the Boltzman constant and n = 1,2,3. On any null-surface (in particular
on every horizon) the surface gravity'12'13' can be defined by the equation d^K^K") =
—27/^, symbols d^ representing the covariant derivatives.

To evaluate the surface gravities fn, let us then recall that our metric (2) does admit
two Killing vector K?,K£, the former being related to time-translation invariance and
the latter to rotational invariance of the space-time. By linear combination of A'" and
A'£ one can construct Killing vectors K* = Kf +wnK£ which vanish on the ra-th horizon;
i.e., which there satisfy the relation (A'rl)

('(A'n)f, = 0. One finds wn = 9iv/9vv (evaluated
at r = r n ) . We finally get for the horizon temperatures {and for A ^ 0) the expressions
Tn = eyn with

eA 0,3 = 0,1,2,3] (6)

Eq. (6) yields the result that the horizon temperature can be vanishing small only
when two (or more) horizons tend to coincide; i.e., when two (or more) roots r< of eq. (3)
tend to coincide. This result is important since it leads to the conditions for a BH (black-
hole) to be stable, i.e. it implies some relations among mass, radius, charge, angular
momentum (and A) of a stable BH.

In the particular (Kerr-Newman) case when A = 0, one gets only two (or no)
horizons, corresponding to r± = tn ± \/jn* - a2 - Q2, and eq. (6) has to be replaced by

( i 2

We get a stable (T = 0) black-hole solution when

r + = r_ -m ,

that is to say, when the Regge-like condition does hold:

m2 = a2 + Q2 .

(7a)

(7b)

Incidentally, let us notice'*' that in this particular case the horizons r , , r + behave
as rx,r2 of Figs. 1, 2 [cf. also Carter'9']. However, since in this case region II disappeared,
then the whole BH-interior is time-like!, so as the external region III. Let us call a solution
of this type a "time-like black-hole" (at variance with the ordinary "space-like BHs").

4. ABOUT THE STABLE SCHWARZSCHILD-DE SITTER BLACK HOLE.

Another interesting case is that of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric [cf. Gibbons
fe Hawking '9 ' ] , in which Q1 = a2 = 0, so that B = - A r 4 / 3 + r2 - 2mr and two horizons
only (with radii r_ = rB , r+ = r c , respectively) are met, whose surface temperatures
result to be

_ eA , 3m ,
r ± = 3 r I ( X - ^ <8>

Once more, the requirement T = 0 implies that rB = r c = r and that r = (3m/A)1/3.
The last equation can be read as

r = A~1/2 = 3m , [rB = rc = r]

since those two radii coincide (only) when

9Am2 = 1

(9)

(10)

For completeness' sake, let us mention that the two horizons radii can be written as
2r± = (ft + ft,) ± v / =3(f t - $2), with ft,2 = [j3 ± y/p* - \~*yl3 ; /? = 3m/A.

Let us observe that the condition for a BH to be stable yields, besides the BH radius
(as a function of m and A), a further relation between m and A.

More interesting, here, is the observation that r_ and r+ behave so as r2 and r3,
respectively, of Figs. 1 and 2. For this reason we called r_ = rB ; r + ^ r c (B

<*' Notice that one could geometrically describe the "extremal" (stable) black-holes 90 as an external,
macroscopic observer would do for a "strong black-hole" (hadron). In other words, we might a priori
identify all the regions of the same type [either I, or II, or III, or IV] that one meets when studying the
related Penrose-Carter diagrams.



= black-hole horizon; C = cosrnological horizon}. When r& tends to coincide with re,
the (time-like) regions of type III do disappear, so that we are left only with regions
of type II and IV, and the BH tends to occupy the whole space inside the cosmological
horizon (roughly speaking, the BH itself can be regarded as a model for a cosmos). It
is worthwhile mentioning that, by choosing for A the value |A| =s 10~52 m"2 ordinarily
assumed for our cosmos, the condition (10) yields M ^ | x 1053 kg, which is close to the
estimated mass of our own cosmos. Incidentally, when passing to the "strong BH" case
[1'2], with A replaced by A ~ (104O)2A, one would get M - mw.

5. MASS FORMULAS FOR STABLE KERR-NEWMAN-DE SITTER
BLACK HOLES.

Let us now consider the characteristics of stable BHs in the general
(KNdS) case when the source is endowed also with angular momentum (sta-
tionary case) and charge. We have at our disposal two equations: (i) the
equation B(r) — 0 which yields, as before, the radii rn corresponding to
the horizons; (ii) the equation T = 0, implying the coincidence of two, or
more,'**' radii rn, which guarantees the horizon stability. Those two equations yield
the system:

(11)

whose second equation requires the vanishing of the derivative B'(r) in correspondence
with the values rn which satisfy the first equation [B(r) = 0], Such second equation,
therefore, ensures the solutions of the system to be double (or triple) "roots" of eq.
B{r) = 0.

After some algebra, we get explicitly —besides a first equation, yielding the stable
BH radii— a. second equation providing us with a link among the various parameters
m, h,a,Q;

3ni<r

with E =

E

9m2cr(Sa - E) + 2i)E2 = 0

: 4- 4A5IJ - 18m2A ; <5 = 1 - Aa 2 /3 ; ij = a2 + Q2 ; a = 62 - 4ATJ.

(12)

''"*' Let us recall that the reai positive radii (the toots of eq. (3)) can be at most three; actually they
can be one or three. The latter case is of course the only interesting one: and we shall imagine in the
following that three out of those (four) roots have actually positive real values, even if our formulas have
general validity.

It is easy to verify that: (i) for A = 0, eqs. (12) reduce to eqs. (7a), (7b); and that
(ii) for J] = a2 + Q1 - 0, eqs. (12) reduce to eqs. (9), (10).

Eqs. (12) do yield, of course, both the stable BH solutions resulting from the
coincidence of n , r 2 , and those resulting from the coincidence of r2,r3. Namely, the
second of eqs. (12) can be written as

3m<r _ 3m
~1T ~ ~26

9m2
 2TJ

(13)

from which one can of course construct two independent systems (yielding r+ and r_,
respectively, as a function cf three out of the four remaining parameters m, A, a, Q).

Let us consider the two cases separately:

(i) When n = r2 — r_, the regions of type II [Figs. 1 - 2] do disappear and we obtain
a stable Kerr-Newman-de Sitter BH, similar to the stable BH encountered at the end of
section 3, in the particular Kerr-Newman case. In that case, however, the stable BH was
surrounded by asymptotically flat regions of type III; whilst in the present case our stable
BH is surrounded by two type regions (since we are still in presence of a cosmological
r = r3 horizon): regions of type III, and (space-like, asymptotically de Sitter) regions of
type IV.

In other words, both the external (III) and the internal (I) regions of the present
stable BH are time-like regions, separated just by a semi-permeable membrane. Let
us emphasize that the Killing vector If is time-like everywhere inside our stable BH;
any causal observer Oc can live therein without falling into the singularity r = 0: that,
incidentally, will appear to Oc as a naked singularity.

At last, the regions of type IV are analogous to the exterior of a de Sitter (cosmo-
logical) horizon.

(ii) When ri = r3 = r + , the regions of type III [Figs. 1 - 2] do disappear and we obtain
a BH, bounded by a stable horizon originating from the fusion of a BH-type (r2) surface
and a cosmological-type (r^) horizon. The stable r2 = r3 null-surface can be regarded,
therefore, both as a BH-membrane and as a cosmological horizon. Outside such a surface,
we meet regions of type IV, asymptotically de Sitter.

Both the internal (II) and the external (IV) black-hole regions are space-like, since
the time-like type III regions (where causal observers usually live) disappeared. In regions
II and IV no stationary observers can exist.

Inside the r2 = ru surface, we moreover find at r = ri a null surface that can be
considered the internal BH boundary, so as in the Kerr-Newman (or Kerr) case. In other
words, the rj horizon separates space-like regions II from time-like regions I, so as it



occurs in the interior of an ordinary Kerr-Newman BH. 7. A FEW COMMENTS.

6. THE PARTICULAR CASE OF THE TRIPLE COINCIDENCES.

In the very special case when all the three positive roots of eq, (3) do coincide, i.e.
when rj = r2 — r$, we shall meet a stable BH with a single horizon, whose radius takes
on a simple analytical expression. Let us write eq. (13), more conveniently, as:

3m

and observe that the condition of triple coincidence (which implies the existence of a
single positive solution) requires the vanishing of the square root, i.e. yields the solution:

3m

with the two simultaneous Regge-like constraints [ij = a1 + Q2}:

2P

(14)

(14a)

(14b)

Eq. (14b) comes from inserting eqs. (14), (14a) in either of eqs. (11).
In the present case, all the regions II and III did disappear; and the (type I) interior

of our stable BH is time-like whilst its (type IV) exterior is space-like. Such solution is
therefore a "time-like black-holt". Again, regions IV are asymptotically de Sitter.

Such a BH solution is conveniently interpretable (like in the cases in sections 4 and
5(ii)) also an a cosmological model: namely, as a model of a (stable) cosmos.

Let us stress, first of all, that for stable BHs we got "Regge-like" relations among
their mass and angular momentum and/or charge and/or the cosmological constant. For
instance, in the case A = 0 we got eq. (7b):

m2 = a2 + Q2 , (7b)

which - when q is negligible - can just be written M2 = cJ/G, that is to say [with
c = G = I):

M2 = J. (7')

On the contrary, when J = 0 and q is still negligible, then we meet eq. (10), which can
read M2 = (e4 /9G2)A-\ or [with c = G = 1]:

M* = \\~\ (10')

In the most general case, the considered relation (among M,J,q,A) is involute, and was
given by the second one of eqs. (12). In the (simpler) case of section 6, i.e. of the "triple
coincidence", we obtained two such relations, namely eqs. (14a), (14b), which are still
complicated. However, if |Aa2| « 1, eqs. (14) yield both

to be compared with eqs. (7b), (7'), and [with c = G = 1]:

M-±A-,

(14'a)

(14'b)

to be compared with eq. {10').

The most interesting point is that —with the exception of eqs. (7b), (7')— all such
"Regge-like" relations can be attributed also to our (stable) cosmologicai models, i.e., to
our stable "cosmoses".

Finally, let us mention that elsewhere we shall apply (and interpret) the results
presented in this paper to the case of "strong gravity" theories and "strong BHs": i.e., to



the case of hadronic physics.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Given an (almost) pointtike stationary body, generating, when A ^ 0, a
Kerr-Newman-de Sitter space-time, in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates it will in general
possess three horizons 1,2,3, which divide the associated space into the four regions I, II,
II, IV. On the horizons gTr diverges, i.e., grT = 0. Quantity gTr does change sign when
passing from any region to the adjacent ones. Surface 3 is the cosmological horizon and
surfaces 2,1 are the outer and inner black-hole horizons, respectively.

Figure 2: The behaviour of the outgoing and ingoing radial null geodesies in the
different (four) regions of the Reissner-Nordstrom-de Sitter geometry (static case), in
Schwarzschitd-like coordinates. The case here depicted corresponds in particular to
T2 = 2rY ; r3 = 3n (with r0 = —n — r2 - r3). The semi-cones appearing in this
figure point towards the future.

Fig.l
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